Chapter: 3289`
NEVER LATE, NEVER AWAY

At this moment, she is in a dilemma, but she has to enter.
“I……”
“Don’t talk nonsense, I’ll give you three seconds to come in.”
Just as he was about to argue a few words, An Tianxiang interrupted
unceremoniously, Yang Ning’s heart skipped a beat, not knowing what
to say.
At this time, it should be the best to follow An Tianxiang’s wishes.
Thinking of this, Yang Ning stopped struggling and sat in the car
silently with an uneasy heart.
“It’s good to record the program outside?”
The scenery outside the window quickly began to go backwards, Yang
Ning listened to An Tianxiang’s unwavering words, he couldn’t make
up his mind for a moment, and he faltered about how he couldn’t
speak.
Seeing that she was so flustered, the helplessness in her expression was
undoubtedly revealed, An Tianxiang tutted lightly, and the emotion that
he had been holding back became more and more impatient.
He was obviously the one who was inexplicably “green”, but he started
to take care of Yang Ning’s emotions?
An Tianxiang narrowed his eyes, pursed his thin lips tightly, and roared
coldly, “Yang Ning, I want you to speak!”
The bottom noise of the car’s fast driving, mixed with this roar, rushed
straight into Yang Ning’s heart. She shook her shoulders slightly,
knowing that this was a storm that would come sooner or later.
Taking a deep breath, Yang Ning simply put aside the rhetoric that he
had prepared in his heart, raised his head and looked at An Tianxiang
seriously.
She folded her legs, her heart raised in her throat, and with a sincere
expression, Chen Ken said, “Those scandals are not true, Yang
Qingfeng was framed, I must help him first.”
After Yang Ning briefly explained his purpose, he stared at An
Tianxiang’s already lowered profile face, shadows shrouded his
emotions, Yang Ning felt uneasy, and a deep guilt was about to move.
She didn’t think An Tianxiang would accept what she said, but Yang
Ning hoped that he would understand his feelings and position after
resenting him.
If the two want to go further, these are all compulsory courses, and
now she just thinks it is a drill in advance.
I don’t know how long it was silent, An Tianxiang finally raised his face
buried in the shadows, he turned his head slightly, the ridicule in his
eyes was clear: “I hear your tone, it seems that I feel good about
myself, why, you think your words are perfect yes?”
Yang Ning had already thought of the aggressive questioning, she
ignored the words in his tone that deliberately angered her, lowered her
eyelashes quietly, her red lips did not want to open to refute.
“I never thought about it that way, I know the result will make you
angry, but I don’t have a choice.”
Do you have no choice? An Tianxiang sneered, reached out and raised
her face, a mean smile overflowing from his throat, not stained with a
little emotion.
“Who didn’t give you a choice, Mr. Wang, who framed Yang Qingfeng,
is Tianhua’s person after all. I’ve waited for your phone call for many
days, but you didn’t mean to tell me about this matter. Is it one of the
ways you plan to leave me?”
An Tianxiang gritted his teeth at every word. He pinched Yang Ning’s
chin, but he didn’t mean to let go.
He didn’t let go, and Yang Ning held back with gritted teeth. She didn’t
cry or cry. She stubbornly stared at the indifferent man in front of her,
her expression was stiff.
When the trust dissipated, the suspicion between the two became more
and more, and she had already thought of the consequences of all this.
Seeing that she didn’t speak, An Tianxiang’s anxiety kept burning his
heart, which made him feel even more tormented, so his face turned
cold again, and his words became more and more indifferent.
“Don’t talk anymore? Is this your default attitude? You denied that you
have two boats before, and now you can’t deny it.”
Unable to bear Yang Ning’s silence, An Tianxiang vented his emotions
with the most unpleasant words, but Yang Ning remained unmoved
until he finally sighed.
She raised her eyes, and there was deep helplessness and exhaustion in
her eyes. An Tianxiang saw all this clearly, which stung his already
crumbling heart for a while.

